Agenda for iWG meeting, May 2, 2017

1. Re-review of Econs004 (green lab coordinator, revisiting the comments, and briefing the follow-up meeting with iSEE director Evan Delucia, see the document recently put in the iWG Box.)

2. Discuss three SWATeam recommendations
   a. Econs005 - Energy Conservation and Building Standards: Continuation of Illini Lights Out
   b. EGen007 - Energy Generation, Purchasing, and Distribution: Start a project to expand the existing Solar farm, or install a new large scale solar installation in a new location
   c. Purchasing, Waste, and Recycling: Update policies and practices for recycling at the campus (The recommendation forms are available in the iWG Box).

3. Discuss SWATeam procedures (appointment of faculty, hour-paid clerks and credits for student members) (a document is in the iWG Box).